STEPHANLIOZU

BREAKTHROUGH THINKING

The tyranny of growth
Growth for growth's sake
can derail your organization
"We want to be a $10 billion company by 2020." "Our divisional sales will
double in five years" "We have to beNo. 1 inourindustry." Many executives
define irrational strategic growth targets during their strategic planning process.

The good news is that itgives direction for \vhere the company is heading and
how big it needs to be in the future. The bad news is size-related targets become
the focus for the entire organization at the expense ofprofit considerations.

Corporategrowth targets can

become engrained in the cultural
fabricof an organization, possibly
derailing other corporate ambitions

i-ules of engagement, growth strategies
measurement systems that report
trends, deviations and outcome,
including compensation systems.
• Accountability: Share responsibility

for growth initiatives between sales,
marketing, finance and pricing. Make
sure all teams work collectively to

revenues to satisfy' stock analysts doesn't
mean anything if it destroys value, dilutes

design and execute profitable growth

return on sales and drains the resources

responsibility ofsales. Smartand

to work on more productive priorities.
Growfor the right reasons
Of course, there are excellent reasons

justifying the chase for growth,
which include procurement strength,

organizational synergies, portfolio
management, the need for innovation,
strategic acquisition, protectionagainst
hostile takeover, etc.

I'm not saying that growth is bad.I'm
saying that the impact ofgrowth at all
cost, growth that destroys value, and
growth that burns cash can be devastating
and needs to i)c taken seriously.
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on whatprofitable growthmeans for

and tactics across the board, and have

Growth for the sake of adding top
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• Alignment:Create strong alignment

Don't get me wrong— growth
in today's environment is on every

value.

value management. He earned his
doctorate in management from Case

take the organization'spulse to ensure
everyone understands that the focus is
on growth and profit.

shareholder value.

between growth for size purposes and
profitable growth to increase financial

Stephan specializes in disruptive

to signals. Setthe right priorities and

various teams, starting in the C-suite.

mature markets, the attention has turned

approaches in innovation, pricing and

communication, goals and priorities
on profitable growth. Pay attention

It's essential to define commercial

elsewhere. But there is a difference
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• Communication: Focus your

related to value, customer excellence or

executive's radar. As demand flattened in

Founder

power? Trecommend managing these five
dimensions:

Manage your priorities
So how do you manage a growth priority
and also focus on profitability and pricing

S

LINK UP with Stephan Ltozu on Linkedln http://linkd.in/17LL2Sz

initiatives. Growth isn't the sole

profitable growth requires proper

segmentation, progressive lead
generation efforts, marketing support
and pricing guidelines.
• Balance: Adopt the three Cs of pricing
to make sound growth decisions —
cost, competition and customervalue.
• Analytics: Focus on the basics of
profitability analysis for significant

growth opportunities byconstantly
measuring. Share a separate dashboard
withyour finance peers to crack and
report growth initiatives.
You need to askyourselfthe tough
questions. Is our growth destroying value?
Are we truly measuring the profitability of
our growth projects? Arewe stayingtrue
to our pricingstrategywhilegrowing? Are
we damagingour brand positioning?
Growth is a priority,but profitable
growth is a must-have.•
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